Meeting Notes
FGDC Address Subcommittee
May 9, 2018
US Census Bureau, Suitland, MD

In-person and On-line Attendance (11 Total):

Carl Anderson, URISA
Dierdre Bevington-Attardi, Census Bureau
Dave Cackowski, Census Bureau
Mike Dunlevy, White House Office of Science and Technology Policy
Jonathan Duran, State of Arkansas
Karla Kaywork, Census Bureau
Steve Lewis, Department of Transportation
Diane Snediker, Census Bureau
Nate Workman, FEMA
Charles Spicer, Census Bureau
Matt Zimolzak, Census Bureau

Meeting Summary

NAD Updates: Steve Lewis
- The NAD web page has been updated. The link is transportation.gov/NAD. The site has
the current status map and a link to download NAD data.

Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) Update: Mike Dunlevy
- OST has reached out to FEMA on NAD use and participation.
- Is there a high level one-page briefing on the NAD?
  - Steve – yes but it is out of date. NSGIC will update it and forward it to Mike.

GeoPlatform Pilot Update: Steve Lewis
- DOT and Census staff met with John Davidson, GeoPlatform and discussed a 2-3 phase
pilot for putting the NAD on the GeoPlatform. Comments on the proposal will be sent
to John this week.

Address Theme Community Page Ideas: Chuck Spicer, Dave Cackowski
- Chuck gave a demo of the location of the Address Theme Community Page on the
GeoPlatform. The Governmental Units page is an example of how the Community Pages
can be used.

Address Theme Strategic Plan: Matt Zimolzak
- The draft is in development and will be shared with the group soon.
Update from Workflow Subgroup: Matt Zimolzak
- No updates. Next scheduled meeting is tomorrow.

Address Content Subgroup: Dave Cackowski
- The subgroup finalized the scope statement and will send to the Subcommittee.
- The group has started a draft of minimum content after reviewing feedback reports to some of the pilot states.
- Now that USPS has agreed to provide ZIP Codes, they will not be required by providers, but we will accept them and will likely have fields for both provider and USPS Zips.

NAD Address Type Evaluation: Matt Zimolzak
- Matt reviewed 20 NAD state submissions.
- 10 had address use type and 10 did not.
- Grouped types into six common designations – residential, commercial, government/public, industrial, other, unknown/null.
- States that have a high percentage of unknown/null or low percentage of residential will require further study. Slides are attached.

Action item review: Dave Cackowski
- Jonathan Duran – Check for updated NSGIC NAD briefing and forward to Mike Dunlevy.
- Group – Send ideas for the Address Theme Community page to Dave Cackowski.
- Dave Cackowski – Update Address Theme Subcommittee notes and materials on the GeoPlatform and FGDC websites.
- DOT, Census – Send John Davidson comments on GeoPlatform Pilot proposal.
- Matt Zimolzak – Will present UUID proposal to the Address Content Subgroup at an upcoming meeting.
- Dave Cackowski – Send Address Content Subgroup Scope Statement to Address Theme Subcommittee.

Next meeting: June 6, 2:00pm at Census Bureau.